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An optical encoder and XY oscilloscope interface
for the IBM PC

PAUL NAGELKERKE and IANM. FRANKS
University ofBritish Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

This paper outlines a prototype dual-purpose interface card for the IBMPC for use in research on
motor learning and control. The card enables automatic interfacing for up to four angular optical en
coders and presents high-speed visual data on an XY oscilloscope. In addition, it uses two single-chip
microcontrollers with minimal external hardware, providing a more powerful instrument than is
available in discrete hardware. Two microcontrollers operate independently of the experimental
computer (IBM PC), using a common interface allowing the exchange of data. This interface card
frees the experimental computer from the workload associated with optical encoders and high-speed
XY displays, resulting in less complex experimental setups and data collection programs.

The accurate measurement of limb displacement is a
critical feature of motor learning and control research,
and the experimental tasks usually constrain movements
to operate in controlled laboratory environments. For ex
ample, subjects are often asked to produce forearm ex
tension and flexion movements by using a manipulan
dum connected to a rotating vertical shaft positioned
under the subject's elbow, allowing the entire lever arm
to swing horizontally. This manipulandum is positioned
at shoulder height, thus isolating the particular muscle
groups involved in the extension/flexion movements. Ac
curate displacement measurement is also a critical fea
ture ofbiomechanics research where measurement of the
partial rotation of the knee and ankle is compared to the
complete rotation of a bicycle pedal and crankshaft dur
ing cycling. In these cases, the need for accurate and pre
cise reporting of angular position is critical.

The angular rotation of an instrument is usually mea
sured by using a combination ofanalog and digital devices,
in the form of potentiometers and analog-to-digital
(ND) converters, which may lead to the accumulation of
experimental error. However, available equipment, in the
form ofoptical encoders, can be used to directly transform
angular position into digital values suitable for computer
use, hence reducing the risks of experimental error.

Another common element of these particular research
protocols is the presentation of accurate high-speed vi
sual feedback delivered in real time. The subjects are pre
sented with the kinematic profiles (or derivatives) oftheir
movements. Computer video displays are not suitable for
high-speed visual feedback, because of their low refresh
rate and the nonlinearity of the display image. High-
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speed display monitors, in the form ofXY oscilloscopes,
allow the accurate display of high-speed visual informa
tion, but require microcontroller-based interface cards.
Unfortunately, XY interface cards are not readily avail
able, resulting in the need to construct a dual purpose mi
crocontroller-based interface card. Optical encoder cir
cuitry directly transforms angular rotation to digital
position values, while XY oscilloscope circuitry drives a
high-speed display screen with minimal demands on the
computer controlling the experiment.

MEASUREMENT OF ANGULAR
DISPLACEMENT

Precision Potentiometers
Precision potentiometers are generally used to mea

sure angular displacement by measuring the resulting
analog voltage, converting it to a digital value, and com
paring the value to known calibration values (see, e.g.,
Franks & Stanley, 1990; Schmidt, Lange, & Young,1990).
This method can introduce experimental error, the
source ofwhich is a concern for all researchers. First, pre
cision potentiometers need to be replaced frequently, be
cause of their limited useful life and uneven wear char
acteristics. Replacement can be a costly endeavor, because
precision potentiometers are relatively expensive ($100
$300). Second, the error in potentiometer linearity (the
relationship between position and voltage value) must be
kept as low as possible. While general-purpose poten
tiometers may have linearity error of up to 5%, expen
sive precision potentiometers have error ofless than 1%.
Third, experiments involving full rotation of an input
shaft are hampered because precision potentiometers do
not provide a valid signal for complete shaft rotation.
This transient area, or "dead spot," may be as large as 15°
of shaft rotation, and the true shaft position can only be
inferred in cases of continuous motion at constant speed
(Sanderson, 1991). Fourth, error is found in the transla
tion of potentiometer signal voltage to positional value.
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The computer controlling the experiment must assign an
integer value to an analog voltage by using an AID con
verter. Although quite accurate AID converters are read
ily available at moderate cost ($1,000- $2,000), care
must be taken in their use. The integer value read from
the AID converter is inherently an approximation of the
signal voltage, and error associated with this approxi
mation is usually on the order of one bit of the resulting
integer value. Thus the range of digital values for any
range of movement must be kept as high as possible in
order to minimize approximation errors. This is usually
arranged with a variable-voltage power supply,custom set
for each experiment, and requiring periodic equipment
calibration. Finally, the inherent electrical noise from
surrounding equipment must be kept as low as possible,
which requires properly controlled and shielded power
supplies and properly shielded signal cables.

Once all of these sources of error have been mini
mized, the interpretation of displacement data may yet
give rise to additional sources of error. Since the dis
placement data are now discrete approximations in na
ture, any derivation of velocity, acceleration, or impulse
from these data may suffer greatly. The normal approxi
mation error of the AID converter can produce very high
error values in the derived acceleration. One temptation
would be to digitally filter the displacement data before
deriving velocity and acceleration, but studies show that
such a step is fraught with pitfalls depending on the al
gorithm used for selecting an appropriate filter frequency
(Franks, Sanderson, & van Donkelaar, 1990).

The best method of reducing the quantification error
associated with angular position is to eliminate all the
intermediate steps associated with potentiometers and
directly quantify angular position. This solution can be
found in the use of an optical encoder and its interface
circuitry.

Optical Encoders
Background. An optical encoder is an optical

mechanical device that quantifies changes in angular po
sition. Optical encoders are used in many places in in
dustrial, commercial, and laboratory equipment. In indus
try, optical encoders are used for positional and velocity
sensing in printing presses, automatic bake ovens, robot
arms, and other rotationally based systems. Commercial
applications include the use of miniature optical en
coders in laptop computer track balls and pointer mice,
while laboratory uses include bicycle pedal angle mea
surement, goniometer, and positional manipulanda.

Construction. A basic optical encoder can be con
structed from simple electrical and mechanical parts.
The only moving part is a disk or rotor with slots that
block light from a stationary light source from falling on
a stationary photo detector. The electrical signal from
the photo detector indicates when the rotor is blocking
the light beam. This single signal will produce a fixed
number ofpulses for each rotation ofthe rotor. A second
light source and photo detector, slightly offset from the
first, produces a similar set of pulses, but with different

timing or phasing of the pulse edges. A third light source/
photo detector pair producing only a single pulse per revo
lution gives the encoder a fixed position reference. These
signals are usually labeled A, B, and Z, and their relation
ship in time allows a counting circuit to easily decipher
position and direction (see Figure I). In laboratory
grade optical encoders, the A and B signals are best de
scribed as symmetrical square waves, 90° out ofphase or
orthogonal with each other. Typically, optical encoders
are either TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic) or CMOS
(Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) compat
ible, operating from 5 Vor 10- to 15-V power supplies,
and producing signals suitable for direct connection to
integrated circuits.

Position decoding. The position ofan optical encoder
is easily computed from the relationship between the two
output signals A and B. When the A signal changes its
state from low to high or high to low, a position counter
is incremented if the A and B signals have different lev
els, and decremented if they are the same. This compar
ison is called exclusive-or (XOR) and returns I or true
if the two inputs are different, and returns 0 or false if the
two inputs are the same. The reverse comparison is used
for changes in the B signal, where the counter is incre
mented if the two signals are at the same level, and
decremented if they are different. Also, ifthe Z signal is
high after a change of the B signal, the counter is reset
to zero, giving the encoder its zero position reference.

Incrementing or decrementing the position counter
value on each transition of the A signal effectively dou
bles the resolution ofthe optical encoder, while updating
the counter on each transition of both the A and B sig
nals effectively quadruples the resolution. An optical en
coder normally producing 2,500 counts per revolution,
with a resolution of 0.144° per count, when quadrupled
produces 10,000 counts per revolution, with a resolution
of 0.036°. This increased position resolution comes at
the cost ofincreased circuit complexity for incrementing
or decrementing the position counter. In discrete logic,
such a circuit requires a complex network of 10 or more
integrated circuits for each optical encoder. However, a
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Figure 1. Optical encoder construction and data signals.
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single microcontroller can interface directly to a number
ofoptical encoders, giving the most utility with the least
cost.

Position reporting. Once a circuit or microcontroller
has calculated a position value for one or more optical
encoders, that position needs to be reported to some
other information system. In our case, the position val
ues need to be reported to an IBM PC or AT computer
using this position information for an experiment. Many
methods are available for relaying this information, such
as sending data via the computer's serial port, parallel
port, or joystick port. However, the most efficient
method is to build the optical encoder circuitry on an in
terface card that plugs directly into the expansion bus of
the IBM PC, which is designed specifically to accept this
type of inexpensive interface card.

mM interlace cards. While a whole range of high
speed analog and digital interface cards are commercially
available at low cost for the IBM PC computer family,
optical encoder interface boards are only available from
industrial sources, at industrial prices ($1,000-$5,000
each). Industrial optical encoder boards are designed pri
marily for process control, and have many built-in con
trol features that would go unused in a laboratory set
ting. A laboratory is thus forced to either purchase the
expensive industrial controller, or build its own inex
pensive interface card with only the required functions.
The basic function ofan optical encoder interface card is
to report the positional value of each attached encoder.
Many extended functions would be useful for other ap
plications, such as a count ofencoder rotations, an exter-

nal position reference input, and so forth, but only basic
positional information functions will be described here.

Optical card function. The optical encoder microcon
troller interacts with the host computer through a series
of data latches. The encoder microcontroller continu
ously scans the signal lines from the optical encoders
and updates the position counter values when the appro
priate signal changes. The encoder microcontroller sig
nals that it is available for a data request by clearing the
output status latch. When the host computer requests a
position value, it first checks the status latch, then latches
the number of the desired encoder into the control latch
of the encoder microcontroller, simultaneously setting a
"wait" bit in the status latch. The encoder microcon
troller, detecting the use of the control latch, then re
trieves the appropriate position value, latches it in the
two data latches, and clears the status latch. The host
computer, which has been waiting for the status bits to
clear, then reads the position value as a two-byte number
(see Figure 2).

The IBM PC family has a number of input/output port
addresses reserved for different types of external equip
ment. It is through three of these addresses that the host
computer is able to access the optical encoder micro
controller latches. An example of some Pascal language
code to perform an encoder read function is given below,
where STATUS, CONTROL, HIGH, and LOW are the
port location addresses. Typical address values are $300
(hexadecimal) for LOW, $301 for HIGH, and $302 for
both STATUSand CONTROL. Both STATUSand CON
TROL have the same port address, with the host com-
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Figure 2. Combination optical encoder and XV oscilloscope card for the IBM Pc.
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puter writing to the CONTROL latch and reading from
the STATUS latch.

WHILE PORT[STATUS] > 0 DO;
(*Wait until encoder controller is ready*)

PORT[CONTROL]: =N;
(*Send encoder request number N: 1..4*)

WHILE PORT[STATUS] > 0 DO;
(*Wait until position value is ready*)

POSITION: = PORT[HIGH] SHL 8 + PORT[LOW];
(*Read in position value*)

Conclusion
A basic, functional optical encoder interface card may

be constructed at reasonable cost for use in various types
of research laboratories. Optical encoders can directly
replace precision potentiometers for rotational position
measurements, eliminating many problems and sources
of error.

PRESENTATION OF lDGH-SPEED
VISUAL FEEDBACK

Personal computers are used widely in experimental
settings because of the availability of inexpensive data
acquisition peripherals and the relative ease of writing
experimental computer programs. Many experimental
tasks require the use of a visual display to provide real
time feedback of a subject's performance, leading many
experimenters to use a personal computer's video display
to provide visual feedback. Some experiments, such as
that ofNewell and McDonald (1994), require subjects to
perform a task over a period of a few seconds, allowing
the subject to view the real-time display and thus mod
ify their performance. However, many experiments in
volve the use of a reaction time paradigm in which the
subject is required to produce a quick response to a vi
sual stimulus. In the investigation of on-line movement
control (see, e.g., van Donkelaar & Franks, 1991), sub
jects are usually required to perform a tracking task in
volving a reaction time protocol. In these experiments,
the relatively slow standard computer video display is
not suitable for providing real-time visual feedback.
Therefore a high-speed alternative has been used. This
display system, involving an XY oscilloscope and dual
D/A outputs, is limited in the amount ofinformation that
can be displayed and the added complexity in the data
collection software. Many of these problems can be
eliminated with the construction of a relatively simple
and inexpensive interface card that provides very high
speed visual information with very little added com
plexity in the data collection program.

Problems Associated With VISUalDisplays
Standard computer displays. All modem computer

display devices (except for LCD displays) are raster
scanned cathode ray tubes with an electron beam sweep
ing left to right, top to bottom, completing an entire sweep

of the screen 60 to 70 times a second. All the work of
generating the video signals for the display is performed
by an industrial graphics controller, leaving the host
computer free to run user programs. The host computer
and graphics controller communicate through a series of
control ports for selecting video options and a section of
special video memory to hold the actual data to be dis
played on the screen. Special "double-ported" video
memory allows the graphics controller to read a memory
location at the same time as the host computer is reading
or writing to the same location. Now the host computer
is freed of the burden of updating the visual display, as
the graphics controller is given the full workload ofread
ing memory and generating video signals.

Although the host computer has gained by giving the
video display workload to the graphics controller, the host
computer has also given up much of the control over
video signal generation. Since the graphics controller
operates independently of the host computer, the timing
ofcritical events within a particular experimental proto
col requires intimate knowledge of the operation of the
graphics controller (Haussman, 1992). For example, pre
senting a complete graphical image during only one scan
or field of the graphics screen requires the experimental
program to poll the control ports for the beginning of a
display field, quickly load the display memory with the
graphical image, poll for the beginning ofthe next field,
and then clear the display memory. It is virtually impos
sible to synchronize the graphics controller to external
events, because resetting it or switching video modes
will cause distortion as the computer monitor resynchro
nizes itself to the video signal. Limited control over the
operation ofthe graphical display, along with a relatively
slow display rate, limits the suitability of standard com
puter displays for the presentation of high-speed graph
ical information.

Along with slow update rates, standard computer dis
play screens also suffer from visual distortion, both from
the shape of the screen and the images presented on the
screen. All computer screens (except for the true flat
screens) have a spherical surface, with the edges and cor
ners of the screen curving away from the viewer. This
distortion tends to make equal length lines appear longer
at the center of the screen and shorter at the edges. On
many display screens, the projected image itself suffers
from spherical distortion. In a test of image consistency,
lines 32 pixels long (l/20th ofthe 640-pixel width of the
standard VGA screen) measured up to 10% longer at the
center of the screen than when displayed at the edges and
comers of the screen. True flat-screen monitors suffer
from only minor visual distortions, making them the
most suitable for presenting subject feedback, but still
unsuitable for real-time high-speed visual feedback be
cause of their low refresh rate.

Display rate error. Many experiments, such as those in
vestigating on-line movement control, combine a track
ing task with a reaction time protocol. These experi
ments require very fast movement responses to visual
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stimuli, demanding very fast presentation ofreal-time vi
sual feedback. In these experiments, the standard com
puter display, operating at 60 Hz, is too slow to be used
for the presentation of real-time visual feedback. An al
ternative high-speed visual display can easily be assem
bled from an XY oscilloscope and a computer interface
card with two DIA outputs, but it will be limited in the
amount of information presented and the complexity of
the driver software.

One example of an experiment requiring high-speed
visual feedback may be found in van Donkelaar and
Franks (1991), where the subject performs an elbow ex
tension movement of 45° while receiving visual feed
back on a high-speed XY monitor. This monitor, con
trolled by the experimental data collection program via
two DIA converters, displays two lighted dots, the top
being the subject's response, the lower being a computer
generated stimulus, with both dots moving horizontally
across the screen. The experimental computer program
presents each dot during alternating milliseconds, giv
ing a total refresh rate of 500 Hz. A subject extending
his/her arm as fast as possible can move through a 45°
angle in about 150 msec, meaning that the subject would
see about 75 displays of position in that time interval.
The same subject would see less than 10 display images
on a computer display operating at 60 Hz.

The limiting factor of this system is the host comput
er's workload for updating the high-speed XY display
and the increased complexity in the data collection soft
ware. The first limitation in using software to update the
XY oscilloscope display is the speed ofthe IBM PC and
ATexpansion bus. The slots that IBM PC expansion cards
plug into are special low-speed computer buses running
at 4.77, 8, or 10 MHz depending on the model of com
puter and irrespective of the main processor speed. This
low bus speed limits the rate ofall 1/0 operations, limit
ing the maximum update rate of the D/A converters dri
ving the XY oscilloscope. An additional limitation is the
processing overhead required for hardware interrupts
used for timing such update events. The maximum in
terrupt rate on most IBM-compatible computers is just
over 10kHz, depending on the operating system, memory
resident programs installed, total system memory, and
so forth. This rate is seldom achieved with most complex
data collection programs, because of the extra real-time
processing required by the experiment design. The at
tempt to update the XY oscilloscope at a greater rate via
polling also leads to problems, because various inter
rupts, such as the 18.2-Hz real-time clock, disrupt the
timing loops of the update software. Any disruption of
timing loops causes the displayed dots on the XY oscil
loscope screen to shimmer with random brightness.

All of the problems associated with a software-driven
visual display can be eliminated by using an intelligent
interface card to automatically update the visual display.
Such a display system would relieve the host computer
of the update workload, simplifying the design of data
collection software. Unfortunately, such interface cards

are not commercially available, requiring a research lab
to struggle with updating an oscilloscope display through
software, or to design and build its own interface card.

XY Graphics Driver
An XY oscilloscope driver card would display a num

ber of XY pair dots on the oscilloscope screen and re
fresh them at a high rate of speed, requiring only peri
odic position updates from the host computer. This
driver can be constructed on a circuit board fitting into
the expansion bus of the host computer, becoming a ded
icated intelligent I/O card. The host computer sees the
card as a series of I/O data ports, and the graphics driver
microcontroller sees the host computer through a series
of data latches (see Figure 2). The graphics microcon
troller regularly updates the values in the two DIA con
verters, giving an XY position for each display dot on the
screen ofthe XY oscilloscope. By updating these values
at a high rate of speed, an entire image of display dots
can be displayed at a very fast rate. This refresh rate,
which should be at least 500 Hz to minimize lag time,
will also affect the number ofdots that can be displayed.
There will be a tradeoff between the number ofXY dots
that can be displayed on the oscilloscope screen and the
rate at which the dots can be displayed.

XY canl function. The XY graphics microcontroller
interacts with the host computer through a series ofdata
latches. The XY microcontroller periodically updates
the values of the dual DIA converter and monitors the
connection with the host computer for new position val
ues. The XY microcontroller signals that it is available
for a position update by clearing the status latch. The
host computer updates a position value by first checking
the status latch, then writing the two-byte X position
value into the data latches, and then writing the position
number in the control latch. Once the host computer de
tects that the status latch is clear, it writes the two-byte
Y position value into the two data latches and then writes
the position number into the control latch with the most
significant bit set. When the host computer writes data
into the control latch ofthe XY microcontroller, a "wait"
bit in the status latch is set. The XY microcontroller, de
tecting the use of the control latch, then reads the X (or
Y) position value and updates its internal position value
by using the position number as an index; it then clears
the "wait" bit in the status latch.

The IBM PC family has a number ofI/O port addresses
reserved for different types of external equipment. It is
through three of these addresses that the host computer
is able to access the XY oscilloscope microcontroller
latches. Example Pascal language code to perform an
XY position update is given below, where STATUS,
CONTROL, HIGH, and LOW are the port location ad
dresses. Typical address values are $304 (hexadecimal)
for LOW, $305 for HIGH, and $306 for both STATUS
and CONTROL. Both STATUS and CONTROL have the
same port address, but the host computer writes to the
CONTROL latch and reads from the STATUS latch.
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Figure 3. Architecture ofthe Motorola 68HCll microcontroBer.

WHILE PORT[STATUS) > 0 DO;
(*Wait until XY controller is ready*)

PORT[HIGH): = X SHR 8;

collection software and very fast, accurate visual feed
back, this graphics display system reduces programming
and experimental error in research labs.

(*Send X high byte*)

PORT[LOW): = X; INTERFACE CARD CONSTRUCTION
(*Send X low byte*)

PORT[CONTROL): = N;
(*Signal X position #N*)

WHILE PORT[STATUS) > 0 DO;
(*Wait until XY controller is ready*)

PORT[HIGH]: = Y SHR 8;
(*Send Y high byte*)

PORT[LOW]: = Y;

A prototype dual-purpose optical encoder and XY os
cilloscope interface card has been constructed for eval
uation of its usability and utility. The prototype worked
quite well, meeting all of its original operational speci
fications. All queries for technical details, software, and
complete circuit board artwork should be directed to the
authors.

(*Send Y low byte*)

PORT[CONTROL]: = N OR $80;
(*Signal Yposition #N*)

Conclusion
A basic, functional XY oscilloscope interface card may

be constructed at reasonable cost for use in various types
ofexperiments involving high-speed real-time feedback.
This card is simple to use, and it relieves the host com
puter of the workload involved in continually refreshing
a high-speed XY oscilloscope. With less complicated data

Background
With continuing advances in semiconductor technology,

it has become possible to purchase inexpensive single
board computers to perform the duties normally per
formed by full-size desktop computers (Homer, 1991).
At the same time, it is also possible to assemble simple
interface cards for the IBM PC family of microcomput
ers that expand the utility ofthe desktop computer. How
ever, single-board computers that interface directly into
the IBM PC are not readily available. Many inexpensive
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microcontrollers are commercially available with a wide
range of features and functions. The Motorola 68HC 11
was chosen primarily for its functionality, ease of pro
gramming, and low cost.

The Motorola 68HCll MicrocontroUer
The Motorola 68HCll is a one-chip microcontroller

with RAM, ROM, EEPROM, and user-configurable par
allel ports, a serial port, input and output timers, and an
AID converter in a one-square-inch package (see Fig
ure 3). It is capable of operating as a single-chip micro
controller or as a standard microcontroller with multi
plexed address and data lines. The external clock speed
can range from 0 (DC) to 8 MHz, with the internal clock
running at one quarter that of the external clock, at a
maximum of2 MHz. While the available RAM and EEP
ROM are limited (512 bytes each in the 68HClle9), they
are adequate for the system proposed. The 68HC 11 chips
are readily available at electronics stores as blank chips
($20-$30 each), or with a built-in monitor program in
the EVBU prototyping kit (-$140). Blank chips may be
programmed through a serial port using a special boot
strap mode, or by using the EVB programming board
(-$600).

SUMMARY

The optical encoder and XY oscilloscope interface
card outlined in this paper can be used in many areas of
laboratory research to simplify experimental setup and
increase the accuracy ofvisual feedback. The benefits of
using optical encoders over the established use ofpoten
tiometers have been identified in addition to the advan-

tages of using high-speed XY oscilloscopes for the dis
play of real-time feedback. The costs of construction of
such an interface card is more than offset by the savings
in programming time and complexity.
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